
The only difference between screwing around 
and science, is writing it down.


- Mythbusters


WRITE EVERYTHING DOWN



The importance of taking notes 

Notes are:


a physical, direct record, an “academic diary.”


a process to organize your thoughts, record of thought process


a reason to really think about your observations

sketching/writing forces thought


a memory device to “put you back out there”


WRITE EVERYTHING DOWN!



Important things to include 
in rough order of importance  

Location


Sketch/photograph

Perspective, orientation, scale


Relationships between units 


Unit descriptions


Aide memoire 
weather, mood, people on trip/you meet, plans, etc.

not derogatory…


Measurements/sample/photo details


Interpretation



Organization 
Book front: contact info, reward, build-as-you-go Table of Contents


Site ID: YYYYMMDD-# (or .#, or 00#)

Header:  Location (GPS or written details), Weather, Aide memoire 

Daily objective/key questions addressed/fieldwork goals

Logistical details (e.g. station manager ID, directions, map)


Observations: 
Site significance (e.g. west limb of large anticline - broadest scale)

Sketch + label or list primary units (outcrop scale)

Unit description (i.e. hand sample scale)

Relationship between units (stratigraphic/tectonic, etc)


May include smaller-scale detailed sketches/graphic log/photos

Measurements/photo/sample details 


Sample ID = site ID + Letter

Keep a running table of Samples, measurmetns, photos in back!


Interpretations: 
Short paragraph that cites observations specifically (use symbols/color)


Page #



YYMMDD.1
21

GPS, detailed location description happy
Working with Kate and Mike

Coffee with landowner JJ at station house on hill

Objective: solve mysteries of the universe

Visiting 5 sites along a road in the middle of nowhere

Sketch map

Placing sites in context

And relative position 

to middle of nowhere

Observations 
Site significance


List primary units: A, B, C… see sketch

A - description

B - description

C - description


Relationship between units (stratigraphic/
tectonic, etc)


w/ detailed sketches/graphic log/photos


Measurements/photo/sample details 

Sample ID = site ID + Letter

Keep a running table of Samples, 
measurmetns, photos in back!


Title of sketch w/ units labeled 


A

B

C

Interpretations: 
Short paragraph that cites observations


Detailed section along line


X
X’

X X’

too busy… ~1-2 sketches/page

N

N



Compton’s example - narrative



WRITE EVERYTHING DOWN!



Sketches are worth > 103 words

sketching requires

careful observation


include a scale!

2 cm

20 cm

too many arrows, write text separately 

good use of space

Sketching 



can be hard to  
draw accurately

easier to capture detail

scale/measurements!

Sketching - keep it in 2D 



Sasseville et al., 2008draw major contacts/structures first

distinguish units (color is better), list units separately in notes 

gradually layer on details, e.g. smaller structures within units, weathering

plot locations of samples/measurements/detailed sketching

helpful to annotate a photograph from the same perspective afterward

Sketching exposures 
keep it 2D… just add perspectives





WRITE EVERYTHING DOWN!



Other perspectives















WRITE EVERYTHING DOWN!











WRITE 
EVERYTHING 

DOWN!



Notes from a master



Dr. Kyle House 
Geologic mapping for USGS

http://impossiblegeology.net/

The master



Tips from a master 

Always write down your notes, at least some of them, with a writing 
utensil. If you must be fully digital, I suggest you write a narrative after 
each trip (a trip report) It will prod your mind and will actually enrich your 
life years down the road.  

We evolved to write with our fingers or a little stick. It is an appendage 
to your brain. I learned this for sure when my daughter Tessa told me 
(when she was 4): "Daddy, when I push down hard enough on the crayon, 
I can see what I'm thinking." Typing notes or choosing options from pick-
lists leads to shallow and rushed thinking. It is a major commitment to 
write notes down, but it is a critically important exercise. 

Always write field station coordinates down no matter how else you 
store them. Whenever I don't do this, I tend to regret it once back in the 
office. Even writing coordinates on sample bags is a good idea. If 
appropriate, write the sample number and the coords on a card to put in 
the bag.  

Draw simple orientation symbols in your field book when you take a 
measurement and make sure it looks the way you expect. I learned this 

WRITE DOWN EVERYTHING - there is no “later”



Tips from a master 
Draw simple orientation symbols in your field book when you take a 
measurement and make sure it looks the way you expect. I learned this 
the hard way. 

I faithfully use Rite in the Rain [sweat] field books. I have recently 
found that the pencils they make are also useful, particularly the 
erasers. Mechanical pencils with 0.7 to 0.9 mm are best. Seem fat, but 
work great on the Rite in the Rain paper.  

The ultra fine point sharpie (not the sharpie 'pen') are great for 
enhancing sketches in those field books, but the tips get wonky if you don't 
work them a bit on normal paper every now and then. Normal 
sharpies make bold lines for large schematic sketches, but make a mess 
with finer sketches. 

Always carry colored pencils to make your sketches better. 
Sometimes I excel at that, sometimes I fail. My go-to pencil is this one. 
Worth every penny, promise. At a minimum, color your sketches in the 
comfort of your home, tent, or truck. 

Symbols are great!

I prefer wooden + sharpener, no eraser

needed for mapping anyway

https://www.amazon.com/Pentel-Colour-Automatic-Assorted-PH158BP/dp/B003MOLHT4


Tips from a master 
Remember to write down something notable (e.g., funny, stupid, really 
weird, or otherwise) that will help you remember that exact day when you 
were out taking the notes., e.g., I was nearly murdered; I saw a venomous 
snake; it was insanely hot and I hallucinated; my truck got stuck; I broke 
my leg falling off an outcrop (that happened to you, right?); I left my truck's 
door open and went on a 3 hour traverse; we had an awesome dinner; I 
saw a spiritually epiphanic sunset, etc.  

Never assume you will return to a particularly informative place. Take 
the damn notes!  

Develop a solid field station numbering scheme and live with it no 
matter what your colleagues might have to say about it. When I have 
altered mine in the past (typically for brevity), it has only created confusion 
later in life. Mine is MMDDYY## 

Your field notes, narratives, and journals are you. Your field books may 
prove very useful to other geologists, and could be valuable to your family. 
My grandfather was a geologists and I would give a kidney for his notes.

it was my ankle

worth repeating

this is a problem in Europe







Ink in final versionColor main units/features!



Interpretation



Interpretation

ObservationsObservations

symbols

decent text spacing



station ID

GPS
elevation

composite interpretation

too much text, hard to read



lines separate stations 

end of day 



scale

other people’ 
notes



mood/weather



WRITE EVERYTHING DOWN!


